Brecht, Bertolt Journale 1: Tagebücher 1913 -1922 , Journale 1938 -1941 , Autobiographische Notizen 1919 -1941 The 1913 diary was handwritten and contains the spontaneous thoughts of a precocious adolescent. Eugen Brecht was proud of his performance in school, loved thunderstorms and playing music or chess with his friends, and wrote satirical "Biographien" of his friends as well as many poems and ballads. The first adult diary of 1920-1922 was also handwritten but more self-aware than the first diary and more concerned with literature and theory, still including personal thoughts about friends and lovers. By 1938 Brecht began a mostly typewritten journal about his work and observations of the political situation in Scandinavia, the Soviet Union, Europe and the U.S. including photos and newspaper clippings from the various countries. He wrote little about his relationships with the women in his life, his wife Helene Weigel, the Danish actress Ruth Berlau and the colleague who left Germany to work with him, Margarete Steffin, nor about the colleague who had contributed to most of his early publications, Elisabeth Hauptmann. And although this journal is titled his "work journal" there are some omissions about his work at the time; he says nothing, for example, about writing "Mutter Courage" in 1939 until it was finished and he was consulting with a composer Simone Parmet (431, 666) in October 1940. The journal was first called "Arbeitsjournal" by Helene Weigel, who claimed Brecht had used the term and who thereby avoided censorship of the GDR government, not eager to publish a Brecht "diary."
This new volume is the first of a two-volume collection in the series Große kommentierte Berliner und Frankfurter Ausgabe which combines all of these journals and jottings into a mosaic of more of Brecht's autobiographical writings than ever before. The "Autobiographische Notizen," earlier called "Aufzeichnungen" and only partially included in the diary of [1920] [1921] [1922] Brecht's use of the word "Murxismus" and to whom it referred (621) and the word "Gleichschaltung" and "An die Gleichge-schalteten" are explained in the new edition (311, 39, 606) . Also interesting are the translations of the photo captions.
The new volume is a welcome addition to Brecht scholarship for its completeness. A montage of Brecht's personal writings, it provides insight for scholars and enjoyable reading for all. The second volume, volume 27 in the series, spans the years 1941-1955 and a register for both volumes 26 and 27. This reader would like to have seen a register for the first volume of the collection instead of a register for both volumes at the end of the second volume. 
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